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Source: IPCC, Climate Change 2023 Synthesis Report, https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/syr/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_SYR_SPM.pdf

Extent to which current and future generations 
will experience a hotter and different World



Carbon neutrality and carbon peak

In order to achieve the long-term temperature 
goal […], Parties aim to reach global peaking of 
greenhouse gas emissions as soon as
possible, […] and to undertake rapid reductions 
thereafter […], so as to achieve a balance 
between anthropogenic emissions by sources
and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases in 
the second half of this century […].

Article 4 of the Paris Agreement



Trends in global GHG emissions by sector

IPCC. Climate Change 2022: Mitigation of climate change
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/sixth-assessment-report-working-group-3/

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/sixth-assessment-report-working-group-3/


• Since Paris 2015 bottom-up approach

• NDC’s central

• 2024 Global Stocktake

– We’re behind and the window is narrowing
(UNFCCC Technical dialogue of the first global stocktake Sept. 2023)

• Involves all economic sectors

• Deep systems changes to the way we live, 
work, move, consume

• Innovation & technology have some 
solutions

Mitigation – reducing emissions



Technological Exponential Growth

Moore’s law original 

1965 and actual 

development

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/technological-progress



Technological Exponential Growth

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/technological-progress

Appears valid in at least:
• Artificial intelligence

• Robotics

• Applications involving blockchain 

technology (e.g., cryptocurrencies like 

Bitcoin)

• Autonomous vehicles

• Nanotechnology

• Energy, etc.

• Biotechnology



Solar PV Price Development 

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/renewable-energy
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Green/Clean-tech Sector

• Greentech and Cleantech often used 
interchangeably

• Greentech is a diverse range of products, 
services, and processes which:

• Greentech is typically a technology area 
within environment, energy, transport or 
climate

Increase: Decrease:

Efficiency Pollution

Performance Consumption of 
resources

Productivity Waste



Greentech in multiple sectors

Greentech sectors include, among others:
• Environmentally friendly energy generation and energy 

storage

• Circular economy (recycling)

• Sustainable water management

• Waste management

• Sustainable mobility and transport

• Resource and material efficiency

• Energy efficiency

• Climate & Environment friendly agriculture

Slide 11Source: DCTI, EuPD & KPMG, Cleantech-Standortgutachten, 2013



Greentech PCT patent filings 2019

Source: WIPO IP Statistics Database applying the WIPO International Patent Classification (IPC) 

Green Inventory



Global Renewable Energy
• 23% of global electricity generation

• Paris accord goal of 37% by 2040

• 2017 2180GW RE capacity. Increase by 8,3%

• Hydro biggest but PV growth 31,6% and Wind 10% 

https://group.bnpparibas/en/news/role-green-energy-today

IRENA Renewable Capacity Statistics 2019

In comparison:

World’s largest nuclear plant 

close to 8GW cap. 

(Kashiwazaki-Kariwa, Japan) 

World nuclear cap. ~397GW 

(2018)

https://group.bnpparibas/en/news/role-green-energy-today


RE and GDP per Capita

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/renewable-energy



Energy Efficiency vs. Economic Growth: is it a choice?
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Source: https://www.nationalbanken.dk/media/ofphc3os/energy-efficiency-and-
competitiveness.pdf
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Source: https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/brazil-set-widen-lead-cleanest-major-power-
sector-maguire-2023-10-11/

https://www.nationalbanken.dk/media/ofphc3os/energy-efficiency-and-competitiveness.pdf
https://www.nationalbanken.dk/media/ofphc3os/energy-efficiency-and-competitiveness.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/brazil-set-widen-lead-cleanest-major-power-sector-maguire-2023-10-11/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/brazil-set-widen-lead-cleanest-major-power-sector-maguire-2023-10-11/


INSTITUTIONS
Political environment Regulatory 
environment Business environment

HUMAN CAPITAL AND RESEARCH
Education
Tertiarty education
Research & development (R&D)

INFRASTRUCTURE
ICTs
General infrastructure Ecological 
sustainability

MARKET SOPHISTICATION
Credit Investment
Trade, competition, & market scale

BUSINESS SOPHISTICATION
Knowledge workers Innovation 
linkages Knowledge absorption

KNOWLEDGE AND 
TECHNOLOGY OUTPUTS

Knowledge creation
Knowledge impact

Knowledge diffusion

CREATIVE OUTPUTS
Intangible assets

Creative goods and services Online 
creativity

Global 
Innovation

Index

Innovation 
Input

Sub-Index

Innovation 
Output Sub-

Index

Innovation ecosystem in 
The Global Innovation Index



• Not so different from other fields, but climate change covers 
different sectors

• Patent system generates vast amount of technological 
information

• At the business level, IP can

– Help protect against imitators, create a distinctive identity for a 
product/service 

– Create additional revenue streams through licensing.

– Important factor underpinning collaboration

– Helps attract investors and partners

• Ongoing debate on role of IP in sustainability

The IP system & climate change



• Patents have potential to be barrier to 
greentech transfer because of 
exclusionary right conveyed

• Delayed access

• Reduced competition

• Higher costs for technology adopters

• Analogy that greentech is like 
pharmaceutical industry

The arguments



The evidence

• Barton (2007) studied diffusion of PV, biofuel and wind technologies in China, India and Brazil and found that 
patents are mainly filed for improvements; considerable competition within a sector and competition between 
sector;

• Copenhagen Economics A/S (2009) examined 215,000 patents in developing countries and found that not many 
patents for greentech in these countries. Barriers:

• Lack of resources including financial resources, Poor credit access, Inadequate infrastructure required by 
certain technologies; Unpredictable commercial law, Inadequate legal protection for trade secrets, Lack of 
skilled workers, Trade barriers including tariffs, High costs of technology agreements;

• Lane (2010) analyzed 9 green technology transfer deals in developing countries and found that IP may have 
facilitated at least some of them by providing developing country partner with some degree of exclusivity in its 
home market;

• Branstetter et al. (2006) examined tech transfer within US multinationals in response to IPR reforms that 
occurred in 16 countries and found that tech transfer to affiliates increased significantly after IPR reforms as 
measured by royalty payment for transferred technology and R&D spending by affiliates.



Analysis of adaptation technologies 
from low and middle-
income countries (LMIC)

An analysis of 56,041 adaptation technology patents in LMICs* revealed:

• Only 1 out of 10 high-value adaptation technologies developed in LMIC, 
mainly India and China

• Mainly human health technologies

• 53 adaptation technologies patented in low-income countries vs. 
57,781 in high-income countries

• Adaptation inventions geographically concentrated: US, Germany and 
Japan account for more than half

• Adaptation inventions are increasing (5.83% annually), but the share of 
adaptation technologies among high-value inventions is moderate

Important note: the study does not capture grassroots activities and 
implementation of technologies often prevalent in LMICs. The primary 
objective should be to make adaptation technologies available where they 
are most needed.

Source: (article under review) Elsen, M., and Tietze, F. (2023). The long tail 
of climate change adaptation technologies. Version 01 March 2023.



Why WIPO 
GREEN?

• Innovation & technology are part 
of the solution

• Many solutions are available, but 
uptake is too slow

• Lack of information & awareness 
of available solutions

• Part of WIPO's contribution to the 
SDGs

• IP crucial for technology 
development & dissemination

• Collaboration between different 
actors are key

• Growing demand for green 
innovation & technology

Our approach

Contribute to technology 
development and 
deployment by

• Increasing knowledge

• Connecting stakeholders

• Supporting entrepreneurs



WIPO GREEN

The Marketplace for  Sustainable 

Technology

WIPO GREEN 

database

Network of 150+ 

partners, from 

SMEs to Fortune 

500 companies

Acceleration Projects

Match technology providers to solution 

seekers in a particular geographical area or 

technological domain.

Green Technology Book
A WIPO flagship publication 

IPO Green
IP Office’s forum for exchange of best 

practices to support the transition to a green 

economy

IP Management Clinics

Supports SMEs in developing their IP and business 

strategies.

Finance Initiative to 

contribute to technology 

development and 

deployment



WIPO Green Technology Book 
1st edition launched at COP27, 2022

WIPO FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Solutions for Climate Change 
Adaptation 

• Close to 1 million unique visitors 
since launch mid-Nov. 2022

• 25.000 full report downloads
• Strong developing country interest



The Green Technology Book
• New annual digital-first WIPO Flagship publication

• The Green Technology Book showcases 200+ technologies

• An active matchmaking tool

• Provides an overview and inspiration for general public

• Solutions for climate change adaptation in:

• Agriculture & Forestry

• Water and Coastal Regions

• Cities

• Solutions for climate change Mitigation in:

• Agriculture & Land use

• Cities

• Industry

https://www.wipo.int/en/green-technology-book/

https://www.wipo.int/en/green-technology-book/
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The Green Technology Book shows solutions
- a digital first publication  
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3 Technology areas: Agriculture & Forestry
Water and Coastal Regions, Cities
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16 Technology sections
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Examples and Proven, Frontier & Horizon groups
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Individual solutions
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Direct link to the WIPO GREEN Database 
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Database collection - Mitigation



WIPO GREEN Database a central tool

Free UN-based public database
Major repository of innovative green 
technologies and needs 
Automatic matchmaking
129.000 articles
3900 user uploads
Simple registration and upload
No fees
Integrated experts database
No fees
Search “WIPO GREEN” and go to the 
database



Simple keyword search

• Thumbnails, sorting, book marks



Details of a technology or need



Patent2Solution
AI-assisted search for 
commercial applications of a 
patent



Acceleration projects
• Matchmaking projects with specific geographical scope and 

local partner implementation

• Active and focused matchmaking

• Identify needs and propose solutions

• Specific subject and location

• Work through local consultants

• Act as technology agent for need owners

• Matchmaking events as relevant

• Database is a central tool



Indonesia

• Technological Options for Treatment & 
Valorization of POME 

• Methane capture, biogas, solid separation for 
fertilizer, biochar, biodiesel, biohydrogen etc.

• 19 needs & 24 technologies

• Solutions oriented technology catalogue

• 3rd phase (2023) has added dimension on 
policy and raising awareness for POME 
amongst government and certification schemes 



LAC Climate Smart 
Agriculture project

• Argentina, Chile, Brazil, Peru, Uruguay

• Funded by FIT Japan

• Needs:

• Irrigation

• Pest & disease

• Renewables

• 228 uploads to database, 72 needs and 156 
technologies

• 16 connections, 17 matches and 2 
deployments in Argentina



China Cities

• Beijing focus
• Targets environmental issues in large 

cities
• 68 uploads: 59 technologies and 9 

needs
• Implemented in partnership with 

Bluetech Clean Air Alliance (BCAA)
• Development of ‘service’ package with 

partners to facilitate deployment of 
green technologies



Deployment #1: Composting 
Facility

Lake View Hotel, Beijing
“Company looking for on-site high-temperature aerobic 
restaurant kitchen waste resource treatment 
equipment, which needs to be able to realize harmless, 
resource and reduction treatment of restaurant kitchen 
waste from the source."

SINOENC Engineering Technology Co., Ltd.
Full process clean composting solution. The 
organic waste is treated by aerobic fermentation, 
the material reduction rate is more than 90%, and 
the output material is uniform and odorless. All the 
indexes meet the standard of "Organic Fertilizer". 
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Deployment #2: 
management of EV 
charging 

Beijing Century City Property Management 
Co., Ltd.
“Increasing demand of community residents 
for charging installation is in great 
contradiction with the insufficient distributable 
capacitors. To meet the charging demand of  
residents and ensure a safe charging process, 
we urgently need to find a set of solutions that 
can effectively allocate power load."

N
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Beijing ShijiYunan New Energy Co., Ltd.
Community Flexible Smart Charging Solution
A charging management platform that makes full 
use of the existing remaining capacity of the 
community. This avoids installation of new, costly 
charging capacity
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Catalogues – widespread inspiration for others



Acceleration Projects Solutions catalogues



WIPO GREEN Finance 
Initiative Phase II take-aways

• Areas for action established

• Project financing

• Green tech development

• Green tech deployment

• Better understanding of financial needs in our community: 
Acceleration Projects and database - diverse needs, some need 
broader support than just connection with investor;

• Gaps with regard to entrepreneurs’ knowledge 

• Gaps with regard to funding sources in some countries

• New contacts with financial organizations;

• Better understanding of the possible avenues for WIPO GREEN 
to become active



IPO Green

• Connecting national IP offices to support
green technologies and innovation;

• 13 initiatives identified (available in
English, French + Arabic). Among them:
• Fast-tracking mechanism;

• Green data analysis;

• Financial support for green patent
applications;

• 17 webinars delivered in Autumn 2022
and Winter 2023

• 2024 plans: Conference to take stock
and look into the future to interested IP
offices

Work financed by  



Group Training and Coaching Networking 

One-on-one 
mentorship with IP 

experts, SMEs receive 
roadmap of IP strategy 

development

Group Workshops,
hands-on orientation on 

IP topics & access to 
WIPO practical tools and 

resources

Networking 
opportunities

Individualized  Mentoring 

• 5-month program with IP for Business Division that supports innovative companies in formulating/refining their IP
strategies.

• This year: 12 companies from 10 countries: Japan, Kenya, Madagascar, Mongolia, Namibia, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri
Lanka, the USA and Vietnam.

IP Management Clinic – 2023 Agriculture



Thank you !
We invite you to search for 

technologies on our 

database.

Register to be a WIPO GREEN 

user and upload your technology 

needs and solutions.

The  automated matchmaking 

function on our database makes it 

easy to connect with technology 

seekers and providers.

SEARCH

UPLOAD

CONNECT

wipo.int/green
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